" A stylish power amplifier using PWM method from France
Warm, deep and pleasant to the ear for relaxed listening
Two boards of the same size and thickness are stacked. The materials are completely different. The lower part is made of metal, the upper part is made of wood
and the multi-line beech (laminated beech), and the white square bar (probably made of acrylic) running through the center is a nice accent. The object, named
ODEON, is a stereo power amplifier.
It might be more interesting to meet at an interior shop than at an audio shop.
LIEDSON started the project in 2014, and was established in the spring of 2018 in the province of Gers, west of the industrial city of Toulouse in southwest
France. The founder, who was born in 1967 and has a deep knowledge of art and studied electronic acoustics, is in charge of product concept, development and
manufacturing.
There are also a printed circuit board designer and an exterior designer, with five people in total, with the three at the center, and the company is said to be doing
its own manual manufacturing, measurement and pre-shipment testing.
According to the distributor, it was the 2019 Munich Hi-End audio show that encountered the LIEDSON product.
First, he was attracted by the novelty of the exterior. It is also said that it was not a professional's job to deal with the product just because it was good looking,
but after listening calmly and recognizing the artistic quality and serious personality of the founder/representative, he decided to import.
The company's products were introduced in Stereo Sound 219 (page 332).
The Oratorio is a network player and CD ripping machine. It's a very modern model.
The founder's history shows that he created an audio streamer 15 years ago in 2006.
He is a very interesting person.
The ODEON shown here is a stereo power amplifier with an 8-ohm load, and has a standard specification of 250 W x 2 and a custom specification of 500 W x 2
output (The outer dimensions are the same and the price is 1.4 times different.).
The reason why there is a wooden part on the top of the amplifier that prevents heat radiation even though it has a large output is because the output stage of
this amplifier has a high-efficiency PWM (pulse width modulation) configuration with less heat generation.
The design of this machine was realized by dissipating a small amount of heat on the 1 cm thick aluminum bottom plate of the lower metal chassis.
It also uses unique dual feedback loop technology. The company claims zero noise.
The audition machine is 250 W x 2 standard specification.
It's thick and warm.
The sound field is a type that expands deeper than the left and right sides, so you can relax and listen to the warm tone combined with deep sound that is
comfortable to your ear.
In the cello and contrabass duet, the sound of the instrument is rich, and the vocal is warm and the singing is gentle.
It does not play unnaturally by too much audio.
It can be thought of simply as an object that produces sound, but in fact, the unique appearance of this machine and its detailed finish are audio for adults.
I guess the company's zero noise concept also means that there are no mechanical, hard-to-use audio devices between the music and the listener ......"

